FOOTBALL BLUES

Post Super Bowl sadness in The Bay

Super Bowl 50 took the Bay Area by storm about a week ago, but swiftly passed after Sunday’s game. While the festivities were underway here, they encompassed the entire State of California. The Super Bowl struck of the negotiations with CSU for a five percent salary increase failed.

On Feb. 4, at the California Faculty Association’s Board of Directors set potential strike dates for April 15, 13 and April 14, the 2016-17 CSU salary schedule was up against the background of a successful Super Bowl weekend.

On Feb. 1, The University of Southern California received a 20 percent raise. In 2013, they received a 80 monthly raise.
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to be put in a bike lock.

"You lock up your bicycle, you lock up animals, you lock up slaves. You don't look up people," Malinsky said, ref- erencing the "Three-Fifths" nickname that termed Wil- liams to only a fraction of a person. She also pointed to defendant Joseph Bomgardner's ad- ministration of expert as a sign that the boys knew their ac- tions weren't mere pranks, according to Malinsky. Before closing arguments began, expert and rebuttal witnesses fielded questions from the attorneys. Donald Williams, Sr. shared his experience of taking his roommate (charged as a juvenile) take the stand and testifies re- garding the incident. Officer E.Wong leaves witness stand. SJSU students Michelle Trigg and Michael Chavez testify regarding incidents that took place in the dorms. Officer E.Wong takes the stand and testifies regarding interviews with defendants and victim. Victim's and defendant's roommate (charged as a juvenile) takes the stand and is cross-examined by the defense and prosecutor. Defendant Logan Beaschler, his friends and family take the stand. Beaschler says he doesn't think Swastika is offensive to blacks. Defendant Colin Warren also retook the stand to deny any involvement in an alleged conversation that took place between Logan Beaschler and the fourth roommate (who was a juvenile at the time). The conversation in ques- tion was about the possibility of Williams leaving the dorm due to hazing. The attorneys will continue their closing arguments today.

"He doesn’t think it's offensive to blacks," said Malinsky.

"He also heard discussions regarding Williams leaving the suite."

"You lock up your bicycle, you lock up animals, you lock up slaves. You don't look up people," Malinsky said, re- ferencing the "Three-Fifths" nickname that termed Wil- liams to only a fraction of a person. She also pointed to defendant Joseph Bomgardner's ad- ministration of expert as a sign that the boys knew their ac- tions weren't mere pranks, according to Malinsky. Before closing arguments began, expert and rebuttal witnesses fielded questions from the attorneys. Donald Williams, Sr. shared his experience of taking his son back to SJU to find the Confederate Flag draped on a cardboard cutout of Elvis Presley and the N-word written on the whiteboard.

Williams, Sr. said he had been worried about what was happening in room 704 by the mother of Williams, Jr.'s roommate. Matt Rogers said that Mason Tripp and Michael Chavez testify regarding incidents that took place in the dorms.

"Defendant Logan Beaschler, his friends and family take the stand. Beaschler says he doesn't think Swastika is offensive to blacks."
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The Walking Dead is still alive

By Nick Adler
Staff writer

While Sunday may have been a time for regrettably low ratings, a lot of tears for many, for others it was a day for zombies, bloodlust and jaw-dropping moments. Just when you think “The Walking Dead” has tipped its hand and shown you everything it has to offer, a twist in the story keeps the series progressing.

After a three month break, folks went down my spine as I heard the ominous strains of the show’s theme music begin.

The season premiere was full of action that kicked the sour taste of the first half of season five out of viewer’s mouths. If you haven’t caught up yet, I’d recommend you go get a speed boost before continuing on as there are spoilers ahead.

The story picks up with Daryl (Norman Reedus), Abraham (Michael Cudlitz) and Sasha (Sonequa Martin-Green) getting held up by a band of gun-wielding motorcyclists who are all of their goods belong to Negan. While those who read the comics will be sure to spot that the show is not afraid to stray from the script and the rest of the eye-raising events soon to come in season six, many who solely watch the show each week will be left gawking how a show about zombies can continue developing good content.

The premiere does a good job of relocating each band of characters that have been split by the environment or different tasks what the show needs. It also allows the viewer to follow along with the crew attempts to work their way out of the town they were working on.

The episode then jumps to Rick (Andrew Lincoln), Carl (Chandler Riggs) and Michonne (Danai Gurira) walking with Lincoln), Carl (Chandler Riggs) and the rest of the eye-raising events soon to come in season six, many who solely watch the show each week will be left gawking how a show about zombies can continue developing good content.
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Should women be eligible for the draft?

Military success is about skill set, not gender

Dr. Melissa Hartman
Staff writer

On Feb. 2, 2016, Army Gen. Mark A. Milley and Marine Corps Gen. Robert B. Neller attended the Senate Armed Services Committee and stated that “all eligible and qualified men and women should be registered for the draft.” This did not necessarily mean women would serve, only that registration is encouraged.

Neller later discussed how previous restrictions for women have been lifted, meaning they should register since they are still eligible.

In December, U.S. Defense Secretary Ashton Carter opened all military jobs to women without exception. It was a monumental decision for the Armed Forces, which is still adjusting and training for the change. As of April 1, as stated by the Department of Defense, thanks to Carter’s actions, women can be placed in the most physically grueling of military positions, including jobs with the Navy SEALS and Green Berets. Neller and Carter emphasized that the number of women the Marine Corps has as of yet is very small.

The decision had even more impact because in the model of trying to integrate women into the military, the Marine Corps lobbed against integrating all jobs, according to the Washington Post. Yet, Carter informed with his memorandum that the Marine Corps had multiple reasons as to why women should not be on the front lines with men, and instead, the reasons was a yearlong study conducted by a gender-integrated task force.

According to San Diego Tribune, Corps data noted that all-male units outperformed integrated ones on 89 percent of combat tasks. On average, the women were slower and not as accurate as men, and they suffered two times the amount of injuries. Ray Mabus, who oversees the Navy and Marine Corps, criticized the latter’s study during an interview with NPR.

He said it was unfair that they studied focused on average female Marines and not the top performers. Mabus considered this too generalized. As a woman, the results were painful to read, but maybe sex is not the issue.

Carter set seven guidelines to implement the “no exception rule,” including “studies conducted by the services and Socio in entering the Scout training, comparing physical and other differences between men and women, and implemented will take this into account,” Carter said.

“If men overwhelm women in 89 percent of the areas and that is taken into account, how much leadership will women be given? If they are not the outer edge of the training at the same levels, would female counterparts, will women be taken seriously? Not to mention, a highly trained woman a training goes through to protect themselves and the entire unit, as a second or bigger target, will women be going to other countries.

The U.S. regularly deploys troops to places where women are not granted permission to think for themselves, let alone fight for their country.

These officials will not respect the women they fight to serve and that could lead to disastrous consequences.

While frightening, this should not be a reason to fear refugees. Americans may not want to admit it, but the reality is that ISIS and other terrorist organizations have been known to recruit over the Internet and they may have already infiltrated American citizens, so it doesn’t matter if they have Syrian properties or born and raised in the U.S. According to CNN, potential presidential nominee Donald Trump said he is against refugees entering the United States, comparing them to the Trojan Horse. He thinks that every single Syrian refugee, literally makes their life a little bit easier. On some miniscule level, he’s right.

The United States needs to protect itself but that doesn’t mean that the country cannot do it all in a way to protect and people that have nothing.

As long as the government properly investigates and conducts thorough background checks to the extent that our country is extremely safe, there should be no problems allowing refugees into the country.

According to the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services, “if you are approved as a refugee, you will receive a medical exam, a cultural orientation, help with your travel plans, and a loan for your travel to the United States.” After you arrive, you will be eligible for medical and cash assistance.

The government offers some assistance for the refugees to be relocated and assimilated, but believe that more can be done and a lot of it comes down to finances.

When it comes to human lives, money should never be an issue. If the U.S. government can spare the funds to send refugees to a place on earth, it should, without a doubt, find the money to support refugees who are running for their lives.

If the government is low on capital to support those civilians, the U.S. should have had to watch their babies die, I am positive that there are people, even large corporations, that would be willing to support and raise these refugees.

According to Business Insider, the United States has a little over 1.9 million refugees.

According to the Huffington Post, the Midwest is one of the cheapest places to live in the U.S. and can be a great foundation for refugees to start their new lives.

The bottom line is with proper setting, adequate use of government funds and proper planning, the United States has the funds and the ability to care for its citizens.
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Spartans add fresh legs for next season

By Nick Holla Staff writer

The Spartan’s men soccer team announced Thursday that it has added a forward to its squad. However, official numbers were not released.

The team signed midfielder Jevonis Sadler to a national letter of intent to play for the Spartans. The signing would be the first for coach John Adams.

Sadler comes to the Spartans from Bakersfield, Calif., and will be a redshirt freshman this fall. The midfielder played two years at Bakersfield College and was a First Team All-Central Valley Conference selection in 2015.

Sadler will be a welcome addition to the squad as the Spartans look to replace three senior forwards from last season.

Sadler is excited to begin his collegiate career with the Spartans.
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